WESTERN PROVINCE PREPARATORY
SCHOOL
Choose to make every day a great day. Find ways to play. When interacting with others,
stay focused in order to be present. Find someone who needs a helping hand, a word of
support, or a good ear – and make their day.
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How Memories Shape Dreams
As a teacher, I often think back and reminisce about my days at
school. When I sit with family and friends and we speak about our
school experiences, our memories seem to serve big events or
experiences rather than the substance of an English or
Mathematics lesson. Is it common to speak about pi other than
the one we eat? Is it worth spending time on practising
handwriting, when half the time laymen cannot read a doctor’s
note?
So, what about being a teacher is rewarding enough for our youth
to go into this profession of wanting to be in a classroom filled
with children. Could it be our passion for managing bullying in
schools? Or, maybe, it is the silence of a classroom full of children
hanging on our every word. Whatever the reason may be, it is
probably one of the most difficult questions for a teacher to
answer.
One of our boys recently asked me this question during a
lessson. He said, “Sir, what is the point of coming to school if you
can’t have fun?”
Going by “my” memories of school, I tend to concur with this boy.
The joys of my childhood at school did not come from an
exhilarating lesson if there was ever such a thing. It definitely did
not come from having to sandpaper a square piece of wood into
the shape of a mouse in a woodwork class, as much as it was rewarding to see the final product. What inspired me more were
memories of annual school camps, sporting events, school plays,
school discos, break-times on the terrace, none of which was
spent in the classroom. These memories were created by selfless
teachers spending countless hours, I am certain, ensuring these
occasions or events were memorable for us as children.
So, when a future teacher says they want to educate the future,
what does this mean? At WPPS, the Future Teachers’ Academy is a
wonderful opportunity to shape dreams and so much more. I
came across this letter, which inspired me to take our Future
Teachers’ Academy to new heights beyond the walls of WPPS. A
direction that sees the impact that we can have on our future
teachers and, in turn, have on our children to affect change in our
community and their own.
I Dream for My Students… by Nicole Gongora
“The dream of success motivates me to study. Not my success, my
future students’ success. I push myself through the rough spots for
them.
I was a lost child in high school; I didn’t know how to apply to college, let alone afford it. No child should have to experience that. As
a future educator, I am committed to helping my students succeed,
achieve more, and continue onto higher education. Every child
should be given the opportunity to showcase their strengths and
follow their dreams.

College was never a dream for me; it was a far off, unattainable
fantasy. I met some inspiring teachers in high school who encouraged me to change my life and who helped me to thrive. Without
them, I wouldn’t be where I am today.
I plan to work at a low-income school similar to the one I attended.
These types of schools are the ones who lack resources. I will serve
as a resource to my students and I hope to be an inspiration to
them. In turn, I hope they become kind, respectful adults. I want
them to see the virtue in helping others and I hope they will serve
others in their future careers. I want to be the teacher they remember. I want to be the teacher that helped them succeed.
I’ll feel successful as a teacher if my students are successful in
attaining their goals. If one student decides to achieve more then I
will have lived out my dream.”
What stands out for me in this letter is not the academic prowess
that helps dreams come true, but rather the influence of a teacher
to inspire and instil a belief in children that will one day steer
them to be successful and attain their goals. We would like to
remind our future teachers of the responsibility they will hold
when they stand in front of their own class one day. A responsibility that will be the change in the future of our country and our
world.
Mo Barendse

Headmaster’s Assembly and
Chapel Service
Click on the following link to view this week’s Headmaster’s Assembly: https://www.loom.com/share/
db0473ad0d7340eebc6059cf3149f37a
Click on the following link to view this week’s Chapel Service:
https://drive.google.com/file/
d/1ZDzqNGz8mMYLoXoj_UVeA9yrZV07ddgn/view?usp=sharing

Thought for the Week
"A friend is one with whom you are comfortable, to whom you are
loyal, through whom you are blessed, and for whom you are
grateful."
American writer William Arthur Ward (1921-1994)

Eden Road Appeal
We are looking for an unwanted rabbit hutch for the Pre-Prep.
Please contact Jane Coetzé on coetze@wpps.org.za
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Please, consider supporting this very worthy cause and visit their
online bookstore at finderskeepersbookshop.co.za

https://www.goedgedacht.org/help-the-rural-child/
Help the Rural Child is a chain of charity shops that support the
Goedgedacht Path Onto Prosperity Rural Youth Centres.
Few people give much thought to rural children. They are usually
hidden from sight, yet they are out there struggling each day to go
to school often without food and proper clothing. It is a tough life
for them.
Help the Rural Child, through its charity shops, is doing its bit to
help these children break out of the endless cycles of poverty that
have trapped their parents for so many generations. Help the
Rural Child has nine shops at present: two bookshops, one in
Mowbray and one in Kirstenhof; four clothing and bric a brac
shops in Mowbray, Retreat, Sea Point and Cape Town CBD; a
furniture shops in Retreat and a Mobile Bookshop that goes out to
schools. Our newest edition, connected to the Mobile Bookshop,
is The Children’s Bookshop in Mowbray.

Grade 1 boys social distancing learning about
tens and units.

Our mobile goes from school to school offering children, their
parents and teachers preloved books at excellent prices. Our
calendar is usually chock-a-block full and we even have double
bookings for some days but due to the Covid-19 pandemic, the
subsequent lockdown in South Africa, and the continued closure
of schools and needing to social distance and be aware of what
you touch, all our schools cancelled till further notice. This has had
a devastating effect on our income and the funds that we
generate.
Forced to think out the box, and to diversify, we have started an
online children’s bookshop, finderskeepersbookshop.co.za, so that
we could continue to offer preloved children’s books in good
condition for great prices to children far and wide. We have
hundreds of books in the online store. Board books for littilies,
readers for ages 6–12, with all their favourite authors like Roald
Dahl, Tom Gates, Meg Cabot, Jacqueline Wilson, David Williams,
Beatrix Potter, Julia Donaldson, Enid Blyton and many others. We
also stock Beast Quest, Harry Potter, Horrid Henry, Horrible
Histories, Wimpy Kid, Captain Underpants, Lemony Snicket, Dork

Grade 7 Technology
Can you spot a hummingbird, a weaver, an eagle
or even an ostrich? Our budding Grade R
ornithologists learning all about birds during an
exciting game of BINGO!

https://drive.google.com/file/
d/1csJUY0MukA7w3Zpcx0UiEQDYxNzkQaFm/view?usp=sharing
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Grade R Learning and Having Fun
The boys made spaceships out of paper plates, pom-poms and gem
stones! They learnt all about the constellations with marshmallows
and toothpicks! Of course, our astronomers had to eat a few.
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Grades 4 and 5 Art

A Bag of Veg - Jack Fleck - Grade 4

Mug and Treat - Fawaaz Davids - Grade 5

A Bag of Veg - Seth Hamilton - Grade 4

Mug and Treat - John Dingley - Grade 5

A Bag of Veg - Matthew Koch - Grade 4

Mug and Treat - Ryan Dales - Grade 5
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Grades 4 and 5 Art

Mug and Treat - Kiyan Govender - Grade 5

A Bag of Veg - Matthew Walmisley - Grade 4

Mug and Treat - James Hugo - Grade 5

A Bag of Veg - Tristan Pickering - Grade 4
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